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PITRAM CASE STUDY: 

Leinster

intrODUCtiOn

BHP Billiton’s Leinster nickel operation is located approximately 

600 kilometres north-east of Perth in the eastern Goldfields region 

of Western Australia.

Leinster includes two underground mines and a concentration plant, 

which has an operating capacity of three million tonnes of ore per 

year. The operation employs 992 workers and produces between 

40,000 and 45,000 tonnes of nickel in concentrate per year, which 

is then shipped by rail to the Kalgoorlie smelter. Leinster’s fleet 

is currently comprised of 42 heavy equipment units and 70 light 

vehicles.

The Leinster nickel operation is part of the BHP Billiton Nickel West 

business group. BHP Billiton gained control of Nickel West in June 

2005. The Nickel West business unit is the third-largest producer of 

nickel concentrate in the world.

tHe issUe

In 2002, Leinster’s management team realised that production 

efficiencies could be improved. By improving efficiencies, Leinster 

would be better positioned to increase production, reduce costs 

and increase profits.

Shift information was recorded by operators at the end of every 

shift into Excel spreadsheets. As a consequence, data was often 

incorrect due to human error. Also, because management only had 

access to the information at the end of every shift, they weren’t able 

to make informed decisions as an event was occurring. The delayed 

reporting of shift information was resulting in inefficiencies that were 

negatively impacting production and costs.

To improve efficiencies, it was decided that a third-party software 

application was required. Management sought a solution that would 

allow underground operators to communicate shift information 

directly to the Control Room in real-time.

tHe sOLUtiOn

After considering a variety of mine control applications, Leinster 

contracted MICROMINE to implement Pitram, its mine control and 

management reporting solution. Pitram was primarily selected for its 

ability to provide the Control Room with real-time shift information 

over the radio. It was also selected for its leading capabilities within 

the underground environment.

Pitram records, manages and processes mine site data related 

to equipment, personnel and materials in real-time, providing an 

overall view of the current mine status.

Real-time information would allow key personnel to gain greater 

control over the shift, and ultimately the entire operation. It would 

also assist management to achieve its objectives of improving data 

accuracy, increasing efficiencies, and increasing production and 

reducing costs.

Pitram’s implementation at the mine commenced in June 2002. 

MICROMINE staff worked closely with Leinster to ensure the 

solution was implemented correctly, and that operators could 

effectively operate it. The implementation and staff training was 

completed in eight days.

When Pitram was first introduced staff were concerned that 

management was implementing a ‘Big Brother’ approach to 

monitoring their actions. This resistance was addressed by 

management who explained that Pitram would help increase the 

safety of personnel within the underground environment. In the 

event of a safety incident, the Control Room would be able to 

instantly locate and assist operators underground. Staff appreciated 

the safety measure and onsite acceptance grew.

Also, because staff could see their performance levels by reviewing 

Pitram’s reports, and measure them against the performances 

of their colleagues, a healthy degree of competitiveness became 

apparent. Management encouraged staff to continually monitor 

and improve their work performances. This further assisted in staff 

acceptance of the solution.

To ensure the accuracy of the shift information communicated to 

the Control Room and reduce the chances of human error, Leinster 

introduced rules regarding voice communication. Only information 

related to Pitram can be communicated by the operator to the 

Control Room over the dedicated Pitram radio channel, Channel 

One. Leinster has eight radio channels in total. All other information 

must be communicated over other relevant channels. Also, only 

the Control Room operator is allowed to answer the radio, and the 

Pitram channel must be monitored at all times.

To ensure Pitram is constantly monitored, a dedicated Pitram Control 

Room operator is always on duty. There are dedicated operators to 

cover day and night shifts, and two operators who cover the night 

and day operators’ breaks. In addition, Leinster employs a Pitram 

administrator to manage the Control Room operators and check and 

maintain all Pitram reports, ensuring their accuracy.
Leinster’s underground operators can communicate shift information 

directly to the Control Room in real-time
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Pitram provides Leinster’s key personnel with a variety of reports 

which detail essential information related to the operation, including 

production, development metres, production drill and blast, 

equipment availability and service crews.

These reports can be run on a shift by shift basis, providing 

management with an in-depth overview of the operation. Reports 

are reviewed and signed-off by equipment operators at the end of 

their shift, and are also reviewed by shift supervisors. This validation 

process is another measure to ensure the accuracy of the data and 

therefore Pitram’s reports. The Equipment Availability Report is run 

once every 24 hours at the start of the day. 

In 2007, MICROMINE released an updated version of Pitram with 

enhanced functionality designed to further assist clients’ operations. 

After utilising the solution for a number of years, Leinster’s 

management had to decide whether to upgrade the solution to the 

latest version of Pitram, Pitram 3, or introduce a new mine control 

solution. Leinster upgraded Pitram in March 2012. This decision is 

testament to management’s satisfaction with the solution and the 

mine’s dependency on the high quality data and in-depth reports 

Pitram provides.

As part of the upgrade Leinster commissioned a new module, 

Signs and Permits. Signs and Permits allows the mine to track the 

location and date that a sign is installed in the mine. It also ensures 

only qualified staff operate equipment and perform hazardous 

tasks by tracking the qualifications, certifications, work permits 

and licences of all personnel. Management is alerted if operator 

qualifications are identified by the solution as insufficient. 
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tHe OUtCOMe

Since Pitram’s implementation at Leinster, the solution has assisted 

the mine to achieve its goals of improving shift data accuracy 

and increasing operational efficiencies. In addition to increasing 

production, Pitram has also helped Leinster to reduce mining costs.

Pitram’s real-time data provides management increased control 

over the operation. Daily management meetings are held to 

analyse Pitram reports and assess the information so that informed 

decisions about the mine can be made. 

Increased production

Pitram assists management to establish and monitor Key 

Performance Indicators (KPIs) related to many aspects of the 

operation, including personnel and equipment. Through in-depth 

analysis of shift information, management can identify what targets 

and KPIs are and aren’t being achieved. Based on this information, 

they can also implement plans to ensure KPIs are adhered to. 

Pitram is the only data source at Leinster which shows on a shift 

by shift basis equipment operating and idle times. Pitram’s status 

monitoring functionality allows maintenance and production 

supervisors to see what equipment is down, the length of time 

it’s down and where it is. This information is available through 

Pitram Dashboards and contributes to the provision of real-time 

information and accurate data.

This functionality is available to all Pitram users and helps reduce 

equipment down-time by ensuring broken equipment is attended 

to quickly and repaired equipment is returned to the operation with 

minimal delays.

Reduced costs

Pitram has assisted Leinster to reduce mining costs. Because 

equipment availability can be accessed by the shift-boss in 

real-time, informed decisions can be made regarding equipment 

allocation and personnel. 

Also, costly trends can be identified and analysed. For example, 

Pitram can record when a particular tyre on a truck becomes 

inoperable. If the tyre is replaced and the replacement tyre becomes 

inoperable too, maintenance can question whether the problem is 

the tyre or the truck itself, and can track any trends that may be 

causing tyre damage. 

Importantly, through real-time information and trend analysis Pitram 

allows forward planning to ensure that costs are minimised. 

Over the years, MICROMINE has provided Leinster ongoing support 

as part of the site’s Annual License Agreement. Whenever Leinster 

has required assistance with the solution, MICROMINE’s Pitram 

experts have been available to answer questions and ensure that 

Pitram is working to its optimum capacity.

By providing reliable and timely information to key personnel, Pitram 

has become essential to the management and daily running of 

the mine. Leinster is investing further resources into the solution 

and is exploring how Pitram can introduce additional Business 

Improvements by extracting and providing management with 

even more in-depth data. Leinster is also in the process of training 

greater numbers of personnel how to use the solution effectively so 

that it becomes further engrained within the operation.
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